ABSTRACT: Layered halide hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites (HOP) have been the subject of intense investigation before the rise of three-dimensional (3D) HOP and their impressive performance in solar cells. Recently, layered HOP have also been proposed as attractive alternatives for photostable solar cells and revisited for light-emitting devices. In this review, we combine classical solid-state physics concepts with simulation tools based on density functional theory to overview the main features of the optoelectronic properties of layered HOP. A detailed comparison between layered and 3D HOP is performed to highlight differences and similarities. In the same way as the cubic phase was established for 3D HOP, here we introduce the tetragonal phase with D 4h symmetry as the reference phase for 2D monolayered HOP. It allows for detailed analysis of the spin−orbit coupling effects and structural transitions with corresponding electronic band folding. We further investigate the effects of octahedral tilting on the band gap, loss of inversion symmetry and possible Rashba effect, quantum confinement, and dielectric confinement related to the organic barrier, up to excitonic properties. Altogether, this paper aims to provide an interpretive and predictive framework for 3D and 2D layered HOP optoelectronic properties.
A fter 2012, following the first convincing results in lightto-electricity conversion, 1−8 three-dimensional (3D) halide hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites (HOP) have gained a key position in solar light-harvesting applications. These materials have the general formula AMX 3 , where X, M, and A are a halogen, a metallic cation (e.g., Pb 2+ ), and a "small" organic cation (e.g., CH 3 NH 3 + ), respectively. Since then, HOPbased solar cells have shown growing conversion efficiencies. At the time we were concluding this review, the latest certified records exceed 21%. 9 14 Combined with low-cost production and easy material synthesis, such performances place these newly born solar cells among the most promising technologies for the future. Putting aside the issue of lead toxicity, 15−17 the last obstacle on the path of HOP solar cells appears to be their instability to air and light exposure. 18, 19 The next evolution of HOP might come from their past with the revival of layered, that is, two-dimensional (2D), HOP structures and mixed 2D/3D structures. Indeed, due to extended chemical engineering possibilities, attractive light absorption and emission, and remarkable electronic properties at room temperature, layered HOP have increased the interest in the field of optoelectronics and microelectronics for over 30 years. 20−30 Despite lower-dimensional systems having long been studied, they might also be the future of HOP-based technologies with revitalized research efforts on layered systems, including colloidal materials. 31−37 In particular, 2D and 2D/3D Ruddlesden−Popper materials are now exhibiting improved stability and growing performances in photovoltaic devices. 31, 32, 38 Theoretical studies have closely paralleled the advancements of 3D HOP solar cells. 39−42 Most theoretical contributions rely on the use of density functional theory (DFT)-based simulations. 43, 44 Some of us have contributed to this effort and have shown that such atomistic calculations can be efficiently combined with complementary approaches: semiempirical models based on symmetry considerations, basic solid-state physics concepts, Landau theory of phase transitions, as well as accurate approaches to the stochastic molecular motions, which were initially developed for hybrid plastic crystals. 45−49 Noteworthy, in 3D HOP, thermally activated disorder related to small organic cations is a major issue for quantitative predictions of electronic properties at room temperature using standard DFT codes. 48, 49 At low temperature, orientations of the cation are expected to be frozen and DFT calculations can be more predictive but at the price of a larger number of atoms per unit cell. 39−42 In contrast, the theoretical models relevant to layered HOP are much less developed. Due to very large size of the unit cells of 2D HOP structures, DFT calculations are often very limited by available computational resources. For instance, state-of-the-art DFT computations including many-body effects or DFT resolution of the Bethe−Salpeter equation 50 (BSE) for the excitonic effects are beyond our reach. Such limitations of first-principlesbased theoretical approaches are particularly detrimental, and the modeling of layered HOP remains crude and highly empirical, while their potential for technological applications is immensely broad. The dielectric mismatch between the inorganic and organic layers is expected to play a major role in optical properties and charge transport, as well as to provide a natural protection against photodegradation or moisture. 38 A computational modeling at the atomic scale of both layers, including the interface, is thus important.
In this review, we demonstrate that concepts and theoretical tools already well-deployed in the fields of optoelectronics and conventional semiconductors, and more recently in 3D HOP, are transferrable means to the investigation of layered HOP, as well. First and foremost, we scrutinize basic properties of the electronic structure related to reverse band ordering, as compared to conventional semiconductors, spin−orbit coupling (SOC), and quantum confinement. We then introduce a reference structure for 2D HOP, define the corresponding Brillouin zone (BZ) folding, and illustrate related effects on real layered structures. Subsequently, structural phase transitions and related distortions of the inorganic lattice as well as their effect on the electronic band gap are examined. The possibility of symmetry inversion loss and related Rashba effect are also discussed. Finally, before concluding remarks, dielectric confinement in layered HOP is thoroughly investigated based on a recently developed nanoscale description. This introduces an alternative framework to compute excitonic effects based on the resolution of the BSE, which is currently unfeasible at the DFT level mainly because of the unit cell sizes.
Reverse Band Ordering, Spin−Orbit Coupling, and Quantum Confinement. A common feature of 3D and layered lead-based HOP is the strong SOC effect on the conduction band (CB) due to the dominant role of the metallic p orbitals of Pb. 27, 39 Notably, HOP present a reversed effect as compared to conventional semiconductors where the stronger manifestation of SOC is observed in the valence band (VB). As expected from tabulated atomic splittings, the coupling is stronger with Pb 2+ (Figure 1c ) and lesser with Sn 2+ ( Figure  1d) . 27, 46 The same trend is observed in Table 1 , which reports band gaps for various layered compounds including series (Bu-NH 3 ) 2 MI 4 (M = Pb, Sn, Ge). Surprisingly, the Ge system still presents a sizable band gap reduction of 0.15 eV with SOC. The same effect was predicted for the Pm3̅ m phase of trichloride-based Ge 3D HOP and attributed to the SOC splitting between the p-like orbitals of total angular momentum J = 3/2 and J = 1/2, which amounts to 0.22 eV for Ge 2+ . 46 The main difference between layered and 3D HOP is that the CB minimum (CBM) is only composed from two p-like orbitals in 2D HOP instead of three orbitals in 3D ones. Shear strain effects are inherent to layered HOP, leading to a weak degeneracy lifting and to energy minima slightly shifted away from Γ. 27 However, this effect is dominated by SOC, and the energy minima are retrieved exactly at the Γ-point for both split states, leading to pure direct electronic transitions ( Figure  1c,d) . A dramatic consequence of SOC in HOP is the density of states (DOS) reduction in the CB by a factor of 3 in 3D materials and a factor of 2 in 2D compounds. 27, 39 The DOS shrinking deeply affects both transport and optical properties. For example, optical absorptions of 3D and 2D materials are reduced by the same factors 3 and 2, respectively. ) DFT band structures of (pFPhEt-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 and (pFPhEt-NH 3 ) 2 SnI 4 , respectively, computed with PBE without (blue dashed line) and with (red solid line) SOC. The zero energy is referenced to the valence band maximum. Pb, Sn, I, C, F, and H atoms are depicted in gray, pink, purple, black, yellow, and white, respectively. (e) Artificially designed highly symmetric D 4h layered structure of (Cs) 2 PbCl 4 and the corresponding Brillouin zone (BZ). (f) same structure doubled in the (x,y) plane and the corresponding BZ. The comparison between (g) the electronic band diagram without SOC for the initial structure and the same band diagram (h) computed using the BZ of the expanded structure highlights the band folding from the M-point to the Γ-point (see text).
Fortunately, since both conduction and valence bands are associated with a dispersion parabola with almost the same effective masses (i.e., band curvatures), a well-balanced in-plane carrier transport is predicted for layered HOP. 27 In a pioneer contribution, Mitzi and co-workers proposed to consider layered HOP as type I quantum wells (QW) built from semiconducting inorganic sheets electronically confined by organic layers with much wider band gaps. 25 Unfortunately, this elegant representation cannot be easily transposed from the classical semiconductors to 2D HOP. Typical systems, such as para-fluorophenethylammonium-based layered HOP (pFPhEt-NH 3 ) 2 MI 4 (M = Pb, Sn, Figure 1a ,b), present band structures with a direct character at the Γ-point (Figure 1c,d ) and no dispersion along the Γ−X direction (characterizing the stacking axis in real space), which are consistent with a type I QW. These features signify a DOS with reduced 2D dimensionality close to the band gap. 26−29 However, while defining the A/B heterostructure (i.e., the layered HOP) is straightforward, the corresponding A and B bulk materials need to be delineated with caution. For instance, DFT can afford to quantitatively assess the CB and VB alignments, but the 2D HOP structure must be described as a composite material. 28, 47 More importantly, the type I QW-like picture cannot be associated with an effective mass model to evaluate quantum confinement effects. This model predicts superlattice effects which are neither observed experimentally nor appear in DFT simulations. Another fundamental limitation of such an empirical approach comes from the computed energies of the confined charge carriers in the inorganic lattice. Those are taken from the reference 3D bulk CH 3 NH 3 MX 3 (M = Pb, Sn, and X = I, Br, Cl) but lie in a range of strong nonparabolicity. Last, in a classical semiconductor heterostructure built with various materials, effective mass model requires common Bloch basis functions. This requirement is clearly not satisfied in the case of layered HOP. 28 Therefore, although very deep confinement potentials are well-described and simulated, they cannot be coupled with effective mass modeling to accurately investigate quantum confinement effects. Subsequently, layered HOP must be considered as real composite materials rather than semiconductor superlattices. The discussion on quantum confinement can be carried out for HOP presenting even lower dimensions. For instance, a layered HOP with both face and corner-sharing octahedra has recently demonstrated additional confinement in one direction of the inorganic sheet due to its particular structure. 57 Brillouin Zone Folding from Reference Phases to Distorted Structures. Structural, electronic, and optoelectronic properties of 3D HOP can be understood by considering the pseudocubic Pm3̅ m perovskite phase as a reference phase. 39, 47, 48 In particular, the band structure of the Pnma and I4/mcm phases of the most popular HOP, CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , are easily interpreted starting from Pm3̅ m. If the electronic band structures of the Pnma and I4/mcm phases seem very different from that of the reference Pm3̅ m phase, plotting the band structure of the latter using the BZ of the target phases reveals the opposite. Apart from small perturbations related to an increase of the electronic band gap and a small degeneracy lifting induced by lattice strain and tilts of the inorganic octahedra, these band diagrams are directly connected to the reference's one. The electronic states close to the electronic band gap are folded from R of the cubic phase BZ to Γ of the orthorhombic supercell BZ. In addition, electronic states from M of the Pm3̅ m BZ are also folded back to Γ. 39, 46 Incidentally, Pm3̅ m is experimentally observed at high temperature for the family of compounds CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 (X = I, Br). In that case, the positions of all the atoms of the organic cations are dynamically averaged, leading to the occupation of the same spatial place at the center of the cubic cell. As far as the electronic structure is concerned, an inorganic cation, such as Cs + or Na + , can substitute the organic cation and address the disorder issue without much effect on the electronic band diagram close to the band gap. 39 This allows investigating the CBM and valence band maximum (VBM) electronic states, which mainly involve atomic orbitals of the inorganic octahedra.
To the best of our knowledge, no highly symmetric phase for 2D HOP has ever been reported. Therefore, the procedure applied to 3D materials cannot be directly used to investigate layered structures. An ad hoc attempt to tackle this issue is to design an artificial high-symmetry D 4h reference phase by putting Cs + cations close to the inorganic layer, thus mimiking the ionic interaction ( Figure 1e ). The CBM and VBM are then obtained at the M-point (Figure 1g ), in agreement with the early findings obtained by Knutson and co-workers on an idealized undistorted SnI 4 2− perovskite sheet. 58 This can be determined from atomic orbital hybridization appearing in both VBM and CBM and showing up at the BZ edge. 46 When the M−X distance increases, the antibonding character of VBM decreases, as does the bonding character of the CBM, resulting in a larger band gap. By doubling the cell in the (x,y) plane (Figure 1f ), the CBM and VBM electronic states fold back from the M-to the Γ-point (Figure 1h ). Such a cell doubling is invariably observed and reveals either a symmetry reduction or octahedral tilting in the layered HOP. The actual structure, however, is established by the temperature as well as by the chemical strain of the organic part. The simplest structures are observed for some compounds, which crystallize in a monoclinic P2 1 /c structure (Table 1) . Noteworthy, these structures contain a very large number of atoms per unit cell (over 100) exceeding by far those comprised within Pnma, R3m, Amm2, or I4/mcm structures, which are usually considered for the simulation of 3D HOP crystals. Moreover, layered HOP crystals often exhibit an additional cell doubling along the stacking axis, leading, for example, to the Pbca space group and twice more atoms in the unit cell (vide inf ra). Overall, these are important considerations for practical firstprinciples simulations of the layered HOP properties.
Structural Phase Transitions and Inorganic Lattice Distortions. In a structure−property perspective, one expects a direct relationship between crystal structure and band gap. Space groups and computed band gaps of several layered HOP are summarized in Table 1 . It demonstrates a counterintuitive increase in band gaps for (Bu-NH 3 ) 2 MI 4 (M = Pb, Sn) with decreasing temperature as a result of the reconstructive Pbca to Pbca phase transitions. Indeed, given the respective bonding and antibonding characters of CBM and VBM, a shrinking of the unit cell with decreasing temperature should, in turn, reduce the band gap. A similar increase is predicted at the firstorder reconstructive tetragonal/orthorhombic phase transition of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 . 7, 8 However, in the case of layered HOP, the specific relation between space groups involved in phase transitions is obviously not the driving mechanism of the band gap variations. For instance, the band gap of decylammonium lead iodide (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 56 undergoes a very weak decrease along the lowtemperature P2 1 /c phase (1.39 eV) to the intermediate Pbca phase (1.37 eV), whereas a much steeper decrease occurs at the Pbca to Pbca phase transition with E g = 1.21 eV for the room temperature structure (Table 1) . These trends agree nicely with those observed in the experimental photoluminescence spectra. 23 Similarly, low/high-temperature band gap variations also occur from P2 1 /c to Pbca or from Pbca to P2 1 /c, depending on the length of the aliphatic chain in alkylammonium-based 2D HOP. 23, 53, 56 This is due to the fact that the actual space group in 2D HOP is essentially determined by the crystal packing, the flexibility, and the thermal disorder of the organic moiety at high temperature. Thus, the resulting space group does not give direct indication on the octahedral tilting angles. In 3D HOP, the latter are known to be the origin of the band gap increase with decreasing temperature. 46, 59 Namely, due to sizable octahedral deformations, the CBM and VBM are destabilized and stabilized, respectively, thus enlarging the band gap. This behavior, well-documented for 3D materials, is yet to be observed in layered HOP. Therefore, additional temperature-dependent structural data and optical absorption spectra on 2D HOP crystals would help to rationalize the relationships between band gap and structural features.
Meanwhile, a better insight in band gap evolutions of layered HOP can be gained by focusing on structural parameters of the inorganic part. Here, we report axial (i.e., out-of-plane) d M−I ax and equatorial (i.e., in-plane) d M−I eq distances as well as in-plane M−I−M angles for several metal iodide systems (Table 1) . For instance, the slight changes in the axial and equatorial distances at the structural phase transitions in the (Bu-NH 3 ) 2 MI 4 compounds with M = Pb, Sn are obviously not the critical parameters for the band gap variation. Noteworthy, all the reported in-plane M−I−M angles significantly differ from 180°, which is expected for an ideal D 4h reference phase (Figure 1e ). This had already been discussed by Knutson and co-workers based on extended Huckel tight-binding calculations and spectroscopic data in a series (R-NH 3 ) 2 SnI 4 of layered perovskites. 58 They demonstrated that "the Sn−I−Sn bond angle is the dominant structural factor that controls the variation in the band gap".
To further rationalize such findings, in the same that it had been done for 3D HOP by Filip et al., 59 we introduce two different angles that vanish whenever ideal D 4h is satisfied: (i) the in-plane projection of the M−M−X angle β (Figure 2a) characteristic of in-plane rotation and (ii) the MX 6 octahedral tilting angle δ (Figure 2a ) characteristic of out-of-plane displacement. They are defined considering an in-plane iodine atom with fractional atomic coordinate (1/4, 1/4, 0) that moves to position (1/4 − u, 1/4 + u, −w). Then, the in-plane lattice parameter a (here, we assume a = b) and angles β and δ satisfy the following trigonometrical relationships: Figure 2b is a color map of the computed electronic band gap (including SOC) as a function of the β and δ angles. The β and δ angles for the experimental structures of (pFPhEt-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 at room temperature, 51, 52 (Bu-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 at low and room temperature, 53 and the P2 1 /c structure of (Pentyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 and its high-temperature (333 K) Pbca structure 53 are reported on the color map, together with the low-temperature P2 1 /c structure of (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 as well as Pbca structures taken at 268 and 293 K. 53 The corresponding band gaps (Table 1) agree nicely with the prediction of the simplified model, emphasizing the relevance of β and δ as key parameters for band gap tuning in 2D HOP. Moreover, as evidenced in Table 1 and Figure 2 , the most important band gap variations between high-and low-temperature phases are related to the out-of-plane tilt angle δ. We stress that similar deformations of the octahedron are also observed along the I4/ mcm to Pnma phase transition in CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 accompanied by similar band gap variations.
Loss of Inversion Symmetry and Rashba Effect. A possible splitting of the spinor bands due to a loss of inversion symmetry in 3D HOP pseudocubic structures was proposed previously by several theoretical groups.
60−65 Various Rashba, Dresselhaus, or mixed Rashba−Dresselhaus scenarios have been introduced, which depend on the particular group− subgroup relationships between the parent centrosymmetric cubic Pm3̅ m phase and the noncentrosymmetric child phase. 65 The spinor splittings away from the R-point of the cubic phase are predicted to be very large because the SOC effect is giant in lead-based HOP by comparison to conventional semiconductors. However, the existence of Rashba and/or Dresselhaus effect in 3D and/or 2D HOP still needs to be experimentally confirmed.
In the case of layered HOP, a similar behavior has already been predicted theoretically. (PhMe-NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 crystallizes at room temperature in the ferroelectric Cmc2 1 phase, often encountered in layered HOP. 66, 67 This material crystallizes in a high-temperature Cmca space group (D 2h ), with a disordered and centrosymmetric structure. Compared to the D 4h reference structure, this nonpolar structure exhibits already significant distortion with an in-plane cell doubling, leading to electronic band folding from the M-to the Γ-point (Figure 1 ) as well as a cell doubling along the stacking axis. The Cmc2 1 ferroelectric phase results in a further symmetry reduction to C 2v , compatible with a Rashba-like effect. 65 Hence, the Cmca to Cmc2 1 transition leads to a band splitting around the Γ-point. In a classical Rashba picture, it would be observable in the Γ → Y and Γ → X directions. However, in contrast to classical heterostructures of semiconductors, the C 2 axis is not the stacking axis. Therefore, the splitting that should be observed along Γ → X vanishes, while, as expected, the dispersion along Γ → Z, that is, the high-symmetry axis, carries no splitting (Figure 3b ). This specific feature leads to an unusual spin texture around Γ-point (Figure 3c ) with an in-plane single direction for spins instead of the expected circulation associated with a Rashba effect.
Recently, another example of layered HOP, (CH 3 NH 3 ) 2 Pb-(SCN) 2 I 2 (Figure 3d ), has been synthesized 68 and analyzed. 30, 69, 70 It belongs to the noncentrosymmetric Pmn2 1 group, with a S 2 axis along c. Hence, it can present a splitting similar to the one observed with (PhMe-NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 . Figure 3e displays the computed band structure. 70 The system features a slightly indirect band gap around both T (0,1/2,1/2) and R (1/ 2,1/2,1/2). Around those points, we can observe a SOCinduced splitting characteristic of a Rashba-like effect, as confirmed by the spin texture that is identical to the one obtained with (PhMe-NH 3 ) 2 PbCl 4 ( Figure 3c ).
In view of this "incomplete" Rashba-like effect, one may wonder whether such an effect might ever be fully observed in a 2D layered HOP at room temperature. A first experimental demonstration of a Rashba-like effect in a layered HOP 68 Pb, I, S, N, C, and H atoms are depicted in gray, purple, yellow, blue, black, and white, respectively. (e) Band structures computed without (dashed black line) and with SOC (blue and red solid lines).
structure will perhaps be realized by applying an out-of-plane external field on a nanometer scale layer of a 3D HOP as proposed by some of us recently in a spin-valve architecture. 65 Dielectric, Optical, and Excitonic Properties. The first success of layered HOP is related to the outstanding optoelectronic properties shown even at room temperature, including excellent luminescence efficiencies, white light emission, 71 and nonlinear optical properties in microcavities. 52, 72 Such spectacular features are directly related to the dielectric properties of this composite material.
Following the similarity with semiconductor heterostructures, dielectric constants in 2D HOP can be analyzed with classical models relying on the abrupt interface approximation. 73, 74 However, one can go one step beyond and adopt an ab initio atomistic description of the material to reach the highfrequency (including only the electron gas contributions) and the static (including both the electron gas and the polar phonons contributions) dielectric profiles. 75−78 It allows description at the atomic level and, without any empirical input, the dielectric confinement emerging from the contrast between inorganic and organic layers or the surface effects in colloidal nanostructures. 78 As a representative example of layered HOP, the highfrequency dielectric profile of (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 ( Figure 4a ) is depicted in Figure 4b . We observe clear dielectric contrast between the low dielectric constant of the organic part, ca. 2.2, and the high dielectric constant of the inorganic part, ca. 5.0. The value obtained for the organic layer is in excellent agreement with experimental data. 79 For the inorganic part, the value is slightly lower than the bulk value of the natural 3D reference material CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (i.e., 5.5) but higher than the one obtained for a model slab built with one layer of the same 3D reference material (i.e., 4.2). 78 This discrepancy highlights the importance of an atomic description for dielectric profiles. By including the motion of ions in the presence of an electric field, we can also compute the static dielectric constant that describes not only the effect on the electron gas but also the contribution from polar phonons. For example, in the case of (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 , this does not affect the organic region. On the other hand, the inorganic region magnitude increases up to 15. Meanwhile, it remains significantly smaller compared to the one obtained for the bulk 3D material CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (ϵ ∞ = 25). This distinct behavior can be ascribed to the difference in the phonon structures for both structures.
The optical absorption is related to the dielectric constant through the Kramers−Kronig relations. In the pseudocubic phase of 3D HOP, a purely isotropic optical activity is predicted by symmetry. On the other hand, the symmetry analysis of CB and VB in layered HOP shows a pure transverse electric (TE) optical activity at the band gap energy. 27 A further contribution to the optical absorption close to the band gap is attributed to the presence of the excitonic electron−hole interaction. In the typical 3D HOP CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , the exciton binding energy at low temperature (4 K) lies around 50 meV. However, it has been shown that this value does not describe excitonic effects at room temperature. 45 Indeed, the exciton is screened above the tetragonal to orthorhombic structural phase transition of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (ca. 160 K). 7, 8, 48 The discrepancy between low-and high-temperature experimental binding energies stems from an additional exciton screening, related to interactions between polar phonons, which leads to an increased effective dielectric constant. The thermally activated disorder of the polar cation's orientations associated with the phase transition further screens the excitonic interaction. The paradox between helium and room temperature measurements was finally resolved by the observation of the coexistence of Wannier-like and bound exciton species, observed in the 50−100 K temperature range. 7 The helium temperature exciton line was attributed to a bound exciton with a long lifetime, possibly arising from a strong coupling with frozen orientations of the organic cations. A path to understanding of the 3D HOP excitonic structure exemplifies the need of joint spectroscopic and theoretical studies for deeper insights into optoelectronic properties of such complex materials. It is well-known that the electron−hole interaction is deeply impacted by the electron gas dimensionality. This prompts for further investigations of the excitonic properties in layered HOP. , a 2D material with both quantum and dielectric confinement (red line). In the latter, the computed dielectric profile of (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 (b) is used. In all cases, the band gap is set to 2.7 eV, being the value extrapolated at room temperature from available experimental data, 23 and the reduced effective mass is set to 0.093.
In semiconductors or insulators, the standard approach accounting for electron−hole interaction relies on the use of the BSE built on the monoelectronic states computed at the DFT level or, even better, at the DFT+GW level. 80 Indeed, in many-body perturbation theory, the energy corresponding to a single-particle removal or addition, that is, the quasiparticle energy, ϵ QP , is obtained from the GW self-energy operator in which the exchange-correlation effects are contained through the one-electron Green function, G, and the screening of the Coulomb interaction, W ∫ π
However, in the perturbative BSE/DFT (or DFT+GW) scheme, screening of the electron−hole interaction due to atomic motion is not taken into account. Thus, BSE is more relevant at low temperature where, for example, cation motions are expected to be frozen. Moreover, from a technical point of view, the DFT+GW+BSE scheme is computationally heavy. In fact, it is roughly 100 times more numerically demanding compared to an equivalent standard DFT calculations. The DFT+GW scheme including SOC has been applied on several occasions to 3D HOP. 60, 62 More recently, Bokdam et al. used the same DFT+GW+BSE scheme with a refined description of the one-electron energies. 81 Unfortunately, for complex materials such as layered HOP, which have a large number of atoms per unit cell as compared to classical semiconductors, current computational resources are generally not sufficient to afford full DFT+GW+BSE level of theory. Concerning the issue of the band gap, Fraccarollo et al. recently proposed an additive scheme where SOC and GW corrections are included separately. 82 Here, to simulate excitonic effects in layered HOP, we suggest the use of a semiempirical framework, such as the k·p model combined with ab initio calculations.
In the literature, the enhanced exciton binding energy of layered HOP is mainly attributed to dielectric confinement effects. 73, 74 This is the case of a pioneering contribution by Muljarov et al., 74 where the exciton binding energies were calculated using a classical resolution of the BSE. Unfortunately, this approach relied on an abrupt dielectric profile, and necessary parameters were fitted to experimental data obtained from bulk 3D HOP. Moreover, to avoid nonphysical divergences related to abrupt dielectric interfaces, 76 an artificial transitional layer at the interface between the organic and inorganic parts had to be considered. 74 By outlining a scheme allowing for the computation of a DFT-based dielectric profile, we herein propose an alternative strategy to model absorption properties, including excitonic effects, of 3D and layered HOP.
Starting from a reference 3D HOP, the 2D band gap can be estimated from theoretical calculations by using the following decomposition:
where E g,DFT
3D
+ Σ 3D is the 3D band gap, including the selfenergy correction. δE g,DFT
2D
accounts for the effects of quantum confinement and lattice distortions occurring in the 2D material. Thus, E g,DFT
3D
+ Σ 3D + δE g,DFT
2D
is the 2D band gap, in principle, available from DFT calculations. However, band gaps are usually not well-reproduced by plain DFT calculations. If more accurate strategies such as GW corrections are out of reach, one might use an experimentally determined gap or rely on the use of hybrid functionals instead. Last, δΣ 2D contains additional corrections related to dielectric confinement. Self-energy corrections can be computed for monoelectronic states near the band gap starting from the dielectric profile:
where e 0 is a test charge at position z 0 and V and V bulk are the electrostatic potential in the heterostructure and in the bulk, respectively. Back to GW, δΣ(z 0 ) is equivalent to the oneparticle potential profile acting on the test charge. V is then obtained by solving the inhomogeneous Poisson equation including the dielectric constant profile ϵ(z): 
A detailed description of the procedure is found in refs 76 and 78. The example of (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 in Figure 4c displays the self-energy profile δΣ(z) computed according to the dielectric profile ϵ ∞ (z). At the position of the inorganic sheet, the selfenergy correction is about +0.2 eV and 10 times less than +0.02 eV for the organic part. The semiclassical evaluation of δΣ 2D , for both the CB and the VB states, can be obtained by computing the following integrals
Here ρ CB(VB) (z) is the electronic density profile for the CB (VB) state. The integral is computed over a unit cell, taking the central part of δΣ 2D (z). We then obtain the total band gap correction δΣ 2D = δΣ CB 2D + δΣ VB 2D and deduce the band gap E g from eq 2.
Finally, to compute the full absorption spectrum including excitonic effects, we still need to include the electron−hole interaction. Here, we provide a brief description of the approach that will be described at more length elsewhere. In short, it can be implemented semiempirically by solving the BSE based on the work by Chuang et al., 83 considering z = z 0 = 0 due to the 2D character of the material of interest. The Green's function of the exciton is solved according to eq 19 of ref 83 . The optical susceptibility is computed using eq 14 of the same publication. The effective mass approximation is used for the energies (eq 11 of ref 83) . Those can be evaluated from the computed band structure. Corresponding wave functions, given in 8a and 8b of ref 83, are also deduced from the DFTcomputed electron densities at the center of the BZ. This scheme, in principle, calculates the electron−hole Coulombic interaction without any experimental input. In the case of typical layered HOP, evaluation of GW corrections is out of reach due to large system size. Subsequently, we can rely on the experimental data to appraise these quantities. Using again (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 as an example, we extrapolate the experimental band gap of 2.88 eV recorded at 1.6 K to 2.7 eV at room temperature from ref 23 .
In order to demonstrate the dimensionality and dielectric effects, we use different ingredients for a 3D perovskite structure (Figure 4d, black line) . The optical absorption is enhanced at the exciton resonance, and an exciton binding energy of 50 meV is computed when choosing a reduced effective mass of 0.093, a value consistent with magneto-absorption measurements. 8 In a second step, we restore the 2D character of (Decyl-NH 3 ) 2 PbI 4 but do not take into account the dielectric properties as computed in Figure 4c . Here, the specific effect of quantum confinement on the exciton is evidenced, as shown in Figure 4d (blue line). As expected when going from a 3D to 2D structure, the exciton binding energy increases from 50 to 200 meV. When further including the dielectric confinement contribution, a large exciton binding energy of 330 meV is predicted (Figure 4d, red line) , in fair agreement with available experimental data. 23 These three representative calculations illustrate the relative impacts of quantum and dielectric confinements. We emphasize that an accurate description of excitonic properties cannot avoid the precise delineation of the dielectric contrast.
CONCLUSION
The 3D HOP are current photovolatic superstars. Superb performances have motivated intense investigations and shed light on their structural, electronic, and optical properties. Meanwhile, 2D HOP, that used to be the most popular members of the family, have been in the shadow of this sudden success. However, they are coming back thanks to better photoand environmental stability in solar cells and attractive lightemission properties. Furthermore, compared to their 3D counterparts, they represent a greater playground for chemists to investigate.
In this review, we outline a systematic comparison of the structural, electronic, and optical properties of the 3D HOP and their 2D layered analogues. In both cases, SOC has a dramatic impact on the conduction bands, while it typically modifies the valence band in conventional semiconductors. A specific feature of layered materials is their quantum-well-like behavior that approaches a type I quantum confinement, however, without the superlattice effects. These composite structures are also characterized by strongly anisotropic electronic, optical, and charge carrier transport properties. Similarly to the reference pseudocubic Pm3̅ m phase already established for 3D HOP, here, we introduce the hypothetical D 4h structure, which can be used to rationalize the properties of layered HOP. For instance, a comparable Brillouin zone folding can be considered to facilitate analysis of structure/property relationships. Finally, we survey dielectric and excitonic properties of layered 2D. To that end, we propose an original theoretical treatment based on an ab initio description to supersede the usual DFT+GW+BSE treatment that cannot be applied to layered HOP due to currently intractable computational cost. The former also allows for a detailed description at the atomistic level, the interface, and surface effects, however, at a greatly reduced computational cost.
The HOP family still has an enormous potential for various optoelectronic applications, yet further progress requires intense investigations. Over the last 2 years, our understanding of 3D HOP properties has made a breakthrough thanks to the possibility of growing large monocrystals. The similar crystal engineering advance of layered HOP would also greatly benefit the field. In particular, it would allow for analysis of structures and phase transitions by enabling many spectroscopic studies (IR, Raman, Brillouin, neutron scattering, etc.). It would also confirm or overturn the presence of the Rashba effect that, to this moment, has not been observed in either layered or 3D HOP. The 3D structures are very constraining regarding the size of the cation, leading to severe restrictions over the choice of the organic moiety. The situation is different with 2D HOP, where chemical engineering can follow many paths that have yet to be discovered. The wealth of HOP is not restricted to 3D and 2D systems. In this tremendous playground, many dimensions are present. For instance, among those very promising features are delivered by 3D/2D structures, where the inorganic sheet counts more than one layer of octahedra.
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